Abstract

Microbial, mechanical, physical, and chemical factors are strong enough to endanger tooth pulp, resulting in alterations and inflammation of its vasculature, and causing intolerable pain. Clinical and technical management of diseases of these tissues is oftentimes very difficult due to the vastly varied anatomical nature of the pulpal space. Root canal treatment has been used to scavenge the diseased pulp and allow healing of the supporting tissues. In a small proportion of teeth, the creation of the apical root structure Hertwig’s Epithelial Root Sheath may not be completed (causing an open apex) because of trauma or breach of the pulp by caries. In these scenarios, alternative techniques have been found, which regenerate a functional pulp tissue optimally. Regenerative endodontic procedures are biologically based techniques devised for predictable replacement of injured, infected, or missing structures with live viable tissues that restore the normal physiologic functions of the pulp-dentine complex. Pulp revascularization is generally described as re-introduction of vascularity in the root canal system. Pulp regeneration, on the contrary, has not been accurately defined. Even though blood vessels are necessary components of dental pulp, pulpal regeneration is regarded incomplete without an odontoblastic layer bordering the dentin-pulp interface. Although the interactions with human pulp derived stem cells are still vague, it is suspected that conventional pulpal cells that resist infection can grow rapidly under the impact of Hertwig’s epithelial root sheath even during the inflammation stage; generating odontoblasts which has the ability to give rise to atubular dentin, triggering apexogenesis. It is understood that similar and consistent outcomes in the endodontics are not always achieved. The pace of apex maturogenesis differs due to distinctive conditions of each case. A possibility of chronic necrosis my strip the pulpal tissue of remnants of viable cells and may lead to reduced capabilities to regenerate.
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Introduction

Dental pulp is built of a densely innervated and vascularized loose network of connective tissue with different kinds of cells with unique roles like odontoblasts interspersed with more frequently encountered cells including fibroblasts, endotheliocytes, immunocytes, and stem/progenitor cells, together with an extracellular matrix consisting of fibrillar proteins as well as ground substance (1). Microbial, mechanical, physical, and chemical factors are strong enough to endanger it, resulting in alterations and inflammation of its vasculature, and causing pain which has been reported as excruciating and almost unbearable, making the patients seek dental care on a prompt basis (2).

Endodontics is that branch of dentistry concerned with the morphology, physiology, and pathology of the human dental pulp and peri-radicular tissues repeat (2). Clinical and technical management of diseases of these tissues is oftentimes very difficult due to the vastly varied anatomical nature of the pulpal space. Root canal treatment has been used to scavenge the diseased pulp and allow healing of the supporting tissues. In a small proportion of teeth, the creation of the apical root structure, Hertwig’s Epithelial Root Sheath (HERS) may not be completed (causing an open apex) because of trauma or breach of the pulp by caries. In these scenarios, alternative techniques have been found, which regenerate a functional pulp tissue optimally (3). The promise and prospects of regenerative endodontic therapies in teeth with necrosis were initially investigated by Nygaard-Østby in 1961 (4) with limited success. In the past decades, interest has been replenished in regenerative endodontic procedures (REPs), which have been defined as “biologically based procedures devised to predictably replace damaged, diseased, or missing structures, which includes dentine, root structures and cells of the pulp-dentine complex, with live viable tissues, preferably of the same origin, that restore the normal physiologic functions of the pulp-dentine complex” (5, 6). REPs act with the prerequisite that the root canal devoid of contamination together with a freshly stimulated blood supply can definitively restore vascularization, aiding in root completion (7, 8).

Shimizu described the regenerating process as the replacing of injured tissues by the similar parenchymal cells which existed before within the same tissue (9). Revascularization is a productive technique for inducing maturation in non-vital teeth with incompletely formed roots. It has been seen that these treatments accompanied with the use of plasma rich proteins can possibly enhance and speed up the process to attain the favored biological outcome of this regenerative technique (10).

While a desirable treatment option, there are not presently any randomized clinical studies on which to found decisions regarding therapy (11). Results have been mostly scarce, and the success of the procedure determined by two-dimensional radiography questioned. Moreover, causal factors behind necrosis, and its management can affect the outcomes. Few researchers are concerned about the variables which will have a major influence on the expected outcomes, like repair vs. regeneration, presence of viable cell populations, capacity to receive impacting vasculogenesis/angiogenesis together with neurogenesis/re-innervation, the nature of the defective pulp or root originally, potential for complete sterilization of canal, tissue responses including mineralization of the pulpal space, and problems linked with clinical protocols and their use (3, 12-17). Therefore, although research into REP is getting heavy media attention within dentistry, there seems to be much speculation and absence of a clear vision as to where these attempts are headed and what will be the ultimate future of these procedures in tooth retention.

Methodology

This study is based on a comprehensive literature search conducted on September 21, 2022, in the Medline and Cochrane databases, utilizing the medical topic headings (MeSH) and a combination of all available related terms, according to the database. To prevent missing any possible research, a manual search for publications was conducted through Google Scholar, using the reference lists of the previously listed papers as a starting point. We looked for valuable information in papers that discussed the information about the difference between pulp revascularization and regeneration, their utilization, and outcomes. There were no restrictions on date, language, participant age, or type of publication.

Discussion

In the endodontic context, pulp revascularization is generally described as re-introduction of vascularity in the root canal system (18). Pulp regeneration, on the contrary, has not been accurately defined. Many new review papers on regenerative endodontics seem to describe pulp regeneration as the restoration of the pulp-dentin complex, which is still somewhat unclear (4, 19-21). Pulp regeneration cannot occur without revascularization or angiogenesis, but pulp
revascularization, which refers to restoration of vascularity in the pulpal space but not invariably odontoblastic repopulation on dentinal surfaces (12). Even though blood vessels are necessary components of dental pulp, pulpal regeneration is regarded incomplete without an odontoblastic layer bordering the dentin-pulp interface. Pulp regeneration can also be thought as incomplete without nociceptors and sympathetic and parasympathetic nerve fibers, as well as interstitial fibroblasts and perhaps most crucially, stem/progenitor cells that help in replenishing all pulpal cells in the regenerated pulp when they go through apoptosis and turnover (12). Thus, it can be helpful to consider pulp revascularization as the process of inducing angiogenesis in endodontically treated root canal, and pulpal regeneration as process of restoring functional odontoblasts and/or nerve fibers additionally to pulp revascularization.

Some researchers question the idea gaining traction today about pulp revascularization, triggered through bleeding or triple antibiotic pastes, being the same as pulp regeneration which is considered a revolution among endodontists (22). Some researchers believe that pulp revascularization in the traditional endodontic context does not make use of the basics of tissue engineering, specifically stem cells, scaffolding as well as growth-related factors, and is different from new experimental research on pulp regeneration (23).

When it comes to revascularization of the vacant pulpal space in a tooth with open apex and pulpal necrosis, the ingrowth of connective tissue, certain vascular and neural elements and an osteocementum matrix has been observed in few cases, together with what appears to be radiographically a decrease in the pulpal space; in certain cases, root can lengthen due to HERS remnants. Even though some teeth have been retained using REP, the potential for pulpal regeneration and dentinal production is highly disputed (24) in cases where there is an absence of residues of the dental papilla and HERS near the apical area of the unclosed apex, or the canal. Further, many researchers are of the opinion that teeth indicated for REP can be retained using other more traditional procedures like apexification (13). Nonetheless, neither procedure has been proven to be more optimal than the other in retaining teeth, though a regenerative procedure may cause root thickening and lengthening (13). One of the main benefits being attributed for using REP is the potential for making the root stronger with further deposits of hard tissue. It is not yet clear whether the hard tissue formed is dentin or an osteocementum kind of tissue and if it closely locks into the dentin to strengthen the root (14, 25-27). Essentially, some researchers question if the process has greater semblance to guided tissue repair as seen in periodontal repair instead of revascularization or regeneration (28), particularly more likely when total pathogen (gram negative bacteria species) eradication is not achievable, and subsequently, their lipopolysaccharides through bone sialoprotein gene expression, spur an osteocementum formation in the canal (29).

Regenerative procedures are an upcoming area in the medical field, especially in odontology, as the process can be looked into with the help of cone beam tomography or periapical radiography, as the root forming comprises hard tissue deposition and can be reviewed, gauged, and juxtaposed with previous examinations. In the recent past, some authors resisted attempting revascularizing, nonvital, immature teeth with infected pulp space, in spite of a few cases of success because of the perceived risks of attempting revascularization of an infected root canal. Hence, the conventional therapy of apexification induction with calcium hydroxide and mineral trioxide aggregate (MTA) or via operative endodontics for closing wide-open apices was always opted for as the first treatment choice. Although the interactions with human pulp derived stem cells are still vague (30, 31), due to the complex nature and information deficit, it is suspected that conventional pulpal cells that resist infection can grow rapidly under the impact of Hertwig’s epithelial root sheath even during the inflammation stage; generating odontoblasts which have the ability to give rise to tubular dentin at the apex termination, triggering apexogenesis (32-34). The inflammation stage needs adequate blood supply in the periapex, for recruiting cells for defense against pathogens. Consequently, chemotactic factors are released, called cytokines and interleukins. Simultaneously, or one by one, they lead to inflammatory changes in some scenarios whilst limit them in others, regulating the process. Few classical cells are the mast cells, that, on getting prompted by etiological elements like neurotoxic bacteria, undergo multiplication and degranulate leading to inflammatory and vascular alterations (35, 36). Nonetheless, to promote healing and to enhance the revascularizing process, radicular infection needs to be eliminated. Alternatively, a mechanism for developing the root may be related to stem cells from the apical papilla or the bone marrow stem cells residing in the alveolus. After instrumenting further than the territory of the root canal.
into the periapical area to induce bleeding, mesenchymal stem cells may transport from the bone to the canal, causing bone or dentin-like tissue formation clinically (37, 38).

Similar and consistent outcomes in the endodontics are not always achieved. The pace of maturogenesis differs due to distinctive conditions of each case. A possibility of chronic necrosis my strip the pulpal tissue of remnants of viable cells and may lead to reduced capabilities to regenerate. Numerous reviews have declared it to be a revolutionary transition in the therapy for immature permanent teeth as well as being the next generation, from conventional seal creation methods using calcium hydroxide and mineral trioxide aggregate apexification to biologically based therapies (39, 40). However, many researchers are not firm proponents of REP (5, 14). One review made a statement that due to “the lack of long-term evidence to support the use of REP in traumatized teeth with open apices, revascularization-regeneration procedures should only be attempted if the tooth is not suitable for root canal obturation, and after apexogenesis, apexification or partial pulpotomy treatments have already been attempted and have a poor prognosis” (5). There are other academicians who hold the opinion that results of revascularization continue to be difficult to predict, and the managing these teeth clinically is cumbersome, when they succeed, they offer an upgrade to conventional therapy which leaves teeth with shorter roots and thinner canal walls predisposed to cracks.

One detected disadvantage has been a paucity of available proof on outcomes (4). Even though many case reports and few case series report favorable outcomes, these studies need to be regarded as a low level of evidence, especially since one of the main issues with interpreting case reports is that often only selected outcomes which have had success are published. Several such reports also only report outcomes restricted to bicuspsids (32, 41-45). Till now, there seems to be only one prospective pilot study which assesses outcomes for anterior teeth (46). In that study, 14 infected nonvital immature incisors with infection were managed via REP post-trauma. Nevertheless, the researchers utilized nonstandardized images, several of which seemed to be of low quality and either with foreshortening or elongation. Even small alterations in angulation during pre-treatment and follow-up assessments can result in inconsistencies and inaccuracies while interpreting. Therefore, the utilization of nonstandardized radiographs to evaluate outcomes in REP, specifically to measure any addition in root length, has only made possible assessment qualitatively. Of recent, a geometrical imaging program (47) tried to minimize the potential variations in angulations between pre-treatment and follow-up images that allowed quantitative estimation of alterations in root length and dentinal wall thickness to be made. This method in theory allows to calculate the extent of any root maturation, which is an upgrade on previous qualitative assessments on outcome. The validity of using this method on anterior teeth has not been tested on teeth with trauma managed by REP.

A number of case reports have described successful outcomes when REP have been utilized for the treatment of infected immature teeth (32, 41, 48). It has been found that this regimen can allow apexogenesis, which is continued maturogenesis with closing of open apices as well as addition in root length and thickness of lateral dentin on root walls (47).

Quantitative evaluation through the use of imaging software which controls for angulation of preoperative and recall radiographs for changes in root length and dentin thickness appears to add validity to the biological changes that may take place after REP. Further, the significance that lengthier periods of follow up are needed is justified by observations of continuing root maturogenesis following 36 months.

Moreover, on the subject of materials used in REPs, antibiotic paste’s component, minocycline has been shown as the main reason for discoloration (49). Also, many studies have shown that both gray MTA (50) and white MTA (51) can lead to discoloration postoperatively. sub-cementoenamel junctional administration of MTA was found to be challenging in some teeth, and in few cases, the material fails to develop a complete seal. Few difficulties in the placement of MTA can be avoided if a collagen matrix is used (51). A potential method for avoiding discoloration is to seal the dentinal walls of the access cavity with a dentin bonding agent (50). It is believed, without supporting evidence, that REPs are contraindicated in avulsed teeth (14). Many researchers are of the opinion that placement of MTA in the root canal of immature teeth going through resorption is contraindicated if there is a possibility that the tooth may require a root submergence procedure later. The recent review in Dental Traumatology (5) does seem timely because there does appear to be a lack of evidence and conflicting results as well as a paucity of prospective studies. However, it may be too strongly recommending that regeneration must only be tried as a final resort in treatment failure with a bad prognosis.
where apexogenesis, nonsurgical apexification, or obturation has already been tried. The aforesaid procedures are usually linked with good outcomes, so if these recommendations were followed, there would be lesser incidence where regenerative procedures would be indicated. Further, going for a regeneration post MTA apexification can be difficult, and there is no research or case study which reports a successful regenerative outcome after any of these procedures. The present authors recommend that if regeneration is to be attempted, they should be regarded as the first line of treatment for traumatized infected immature teeth. A greater incidence of incisor teeth cracks is seen in teeth treated via calcium hydroxide apexification where root maturation was arrested (52). This may be due to the fragile nature of remaining root structure, which may be complicated by the adverse impact of calcium hydroxide on radicular dentin strength (53). Even if REP were utilized in incisor teeth, there is often only a minor fluctuation in the thickness of the dentin in the cervical and middle third radicular portions of the tooth, which continue being thin.

**Conclusion**

Though revascularization has only been introduced recently as part of REP, it has been found to be beneficial for teeth affected before reaching maturation as it allows the forming of root using a comparatively simple method and improves longevity for the teeth undergoing the treatment. Nonetheless, further research is needed for evaluating its efficacy over longer time periods and novel techniques. Studies so far have shown that pattern for maturing roots post REP is variable at assessment at 1.5 years, however in majority of patients, lesion in the periapex seemed to undergo resolution totally.
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